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Deep freeze cloud user guide

Faronics Deep Enterprise Freeze Products 10 Deep Enterprise Freeze Package for Windows with 1 year maintenance #DFE-1YR Our price: $660.00 Faronics Deep Freeze makes computers indestructible. It protects the endpoints by freezing a snapshot of the desired workstation configuration and settings developed by the IT department with instant restarts, any unwelcome or
unwanted changes are removed from the system, and restored to its pristine frozen state. Faronix Deep Freeze makes Deep Freeze Computers indestructible comes with a host of powerful features useful for IT administrators looking to secure their systems and keep running smoothly, without any restrictions. Freeze and restore - freeze endpoints to the desired state. Restore
from any unexpected changes with a simple reboot. Increase your productivity - ensure 100% recovery workstation with each restart. Reducing computer crashes time means increased productivity. Completely unrestricted - provide unrestricted access to users while preventing permanent configuration changes. Eliminating defense insurance - avoid the need to adopt restrictive
defense or retrograde approaches to maintaining security. Phishing protection - Deep Freeze reflects harmful changes to reboots, protecting computers from threats such as phishing. Eliminate unplanned threats - provide a simple and effective way to clear all malicious changes to your system, including zero day threats. Prevent configuration drifts - prevent computers from
deviating from their basic configurations while still allowing users to save their work. Achieving licensing compatibility - Only keep certified software installed across all workstations, helping your organization achieve licensing compliance. A patented reboot to restore productivity-boosting technology reduce IT tickets by 63% enabling end-users to increase productivity how Faronics
Deep Freeze Enterprise helps make computers indestructible. Protects endpoints by freezing the required configuration that is assigned by the IT administrator. With a simple reboot, any unwanted or unwanted changes are removed from the system, and restored to the original state. At the same time, user data can be stored securely on a network drive or in ThawSpace to be
kept via a reboot. This system helps you run systems smoothly and efficiently, saving more time and increasing user productivity. The built-in enterprise console or core console makes life easier. Using Deep Freeze's centralized management capabilities, you can customize, deploy, and manage Deep Freeze on your endpoints from a single central location. Need to manage
Windows updates? Simply load them while frozen and they apply automatically when the machines are thawed. Once the process is finished, it is automatically returned to the frozen state. Since our software recovery system guarantees 100% recovery workstation with each restart, you can watch this mountain of support tickets shrink. Customers report an average decrease of
63%. You can also forget my show. Changes, malware and operating system deterioration. Now you and your IT staff can get more sleep, worry less, and maybe even leave the office in time once in a while. Absolute protection Faronics Deep Freeze provides comprehensive protection for IT systems. Deep Freeze makes indestructible workstation configurations 100% workstation
recovery guarantees when restart provides password protection and full security protects multiple hard drives and partitions prevents configuration drift and incidental configuration system helps to maintain software compliance across all workstations protects workstations from unauthorized changes with simple safe restart and control of computers enhancing security faronics is
rolled with faronics deep freeze protection with operating system protection along with boot log Main (MBR) of rootkit, making your security bulletproof. Prevent unauthorized administrators from accessing or controlling a computer that runs a deep freeze via a unique customization code for all the keyplugs preset several passwords to use on a workstation or by controlling the
command line with varying activation and expiration dates disabling the keyboard and mouse, including touch devices, during melting periods or on demand immediately restart the computer from the boot control screen using stealth mode to hide the deep freeze tray code data retention Important and scanning unwanted changes with deep freeze installation, data can be retained
via reboot by redirecting both the user and application data to storage space on non-system or network drives. Keep data across multiple reboots by redirecting the user and application data to a melted drive or thawSpaces network drive to store software, save files, or make permanent changes that are kept through a reboot even in the case of Frozens Format TSpaces to
remove unwanted files Select the size of the ThawSpace drive cache update and windows cache by downloading updates even when the data is frozened redirected to a location Melted with Igloo Managing Centrally your End-Central Points management makes it easy to deploy, configure and manage a deep freeze using the enterprise controller or core console quickly filling
multiple groups or subgroups with intelligent automatic filters or import ing sets of Active Directory system maintenance call on demand with secure meltmode to block access to the keyboard and mouse running RDP and VNC sessions right from the deep freeze enterprise controller dedicated to creating custom enterprise controllers with custom deployment features Remote,
implementation, and software protection on operating workstations managed with Faronics Core keep scheduled actions active to ensure updates occur on offline workstations when they are back online with Faronics Core managing workstations with dynamic groups, implementing actions on workstation groups, displaying the status of workstation activity, and waking up
workstations offline via custom web configuration options Makes setting up a deep freeze for your environment a breeze. Use the configuration administrator to select multiple passwords, select drives to be frozen, create ThawSpaces to save data, create workstation tasks, schedule maintenance and configure advanced network settings. Create multiple custom installers with
different configurations before selecting frozen drives during installation and selectively freezing or melting fixed engines automatic scheduling restart/shutdown times of automating Windows Update installation and detect ing when the installation is complete to restart the freezer or turn off the scheduling of several times Thawed to implement Windows updates (via the Internet or
WSUS) or run a dedicated push file to update other programs automatically apply configuration changes to workstations if deployment or m and third-party integration multiple deployment options are available for quick and easy deployment. Use the built-in command line interface to manage Deep Freeze from within the most common desktop management systems such as
Microsoft SCCM, Dell KACE, Spice Works and Symantec Altiers Easy including silent installation for fast network deployment, deployed as part of your imaging solution or via an enterprise controller that provides the option to deploy on multiple workstations as part of From the main image includes a deep freeze-freeze control line Utility remote management to create, edit,
download and share XML-based file-based procedures for interacting with other software across enterprise integration with other Faronics deep freeze solutions that can be used along with Faronics antivirus, anti-doable and energy saver. One controller for managing both Deep Freeze and Faronics antivirus virus and malware is kept on definitions on workstations in a frozen state
with Faronix antivirus and malware definitions of other anti-virus solutions can be easily retained by using melted integration periods with Faronics antivirus dotable and Faronics save energy to detect depths of melting freeze periods or use built-in command line interface to manage deep freeze from within the most popular desktop management systems such as Microsoft SCCM,
Dell KACE, SpaceWorks, And Symantec Altiers automatic maintenance and updates Windows updates are easy to automate with a deep freeze automatically download Windows updates even when the workstations are in the frozen state windows application quicly updates of updates temporarily stored as fast-tracked updates in case Thawed discovers when updates are
completed and automatically restores the computer back to the frozen state, eliminating the need to set maintenance window completion times for multiple thaw smelting periods to implement Windows updates (Windows) through the Internet or WSUS) or run a payment file dedicated to updating maintenance schedules to update other software updates on the flight directly from
the enterprise controller without disabling the deep freeze on the compatibility of the workstations and Deep Freeze Options works with a wide range of hard drives and file systems supports multi-boot environments compatible with user-compatible quick switch supports Windows XP, Vista, 7 and 8x supports SSD, SCSI, ATA, SATA, supports IDE FAT, FAT32, NTFS, basic and
dynamic disks translated into six languages system requirements: windows supported platforms Windows 10 Windows 8.1 and Windows 7 Vista Windows XP Windows Server 2012 Windows Server 2008 Windows Server 2003 Windows Embedded 7 and 8.1 Additional hard drive space requirements depth freeze configuration manager enterprise controller requires Windows
XP/Vista/7/8.1 to properly work information on the basic Faronics system requirements can be found in the Faronics basic user manual hardware requirements are the same as the recommended requirements for the host operating system. Supporting Windows 8 and simplifying the management of Windows updates was the main focus areas for our latest version of Deep Freeze
Enterprise. In this webinar we'll show how you can use those new features to simplify the management of frozen computers and how Deep Freeze will benefit from implementing your Windows 8. We'll share best practices and tips on windows updates caching, full updates, use on-demand updates and more. In the web seminar you'll learn: How do your peers and deep freeze
manage how to simplify implementing Windows updates how to use Deep Freeze with Windows 8 Webinar: Protective Endpoint Management, Protection from Faronics and Dell KACE, Protecting Endpoints and Protection from Faronics and Dell KACE How do you ensure that managed systems maintain the standard operating environment (SOE) and remain safe with today's
advanced chip threats? It takes a long time to explore and recreate the image of workstations and it wastes precious resources. Repeated configuration changes and installation of unauthorized applications cause system degradation, malware attraction, and system performance. Maintaining a standard operating environment across all workstations is an endless challenge,
especially when managing remote systems. Find out how Dell KACE and Faronics together can make your life easier by managing comprehensive systems, stronger desktop security, and uninterrupted end-user productivity. Deep freezing just got easier in this webinar we will discuss how the new features simplify the management of frozen computers and improve system
security. We'll share best practices and tips on the new version app. Other deep freeze improvements include caching of Windows updates, protection of the main boot log and support for huge hard drives. IT officials will love to remove WSUS restrictions and will want to use our new deep freeze MSI Packager. Join us to learn: How your peers use deep freeze management how
to automate implementation of Windows updates how to increase your security and prevent injections of rootkits To manage the depths of mac freeze via ARD false sense of security. Data breaches are exposed. The state of IT security is constantly changing. Keeping up-to-date information is vital to protecting your organization. Faronics reveals the results of an IT security case
study conducted by the Bonimon Institute , a leading data security research body. We'll share emerging trends and discoveries about what's preventing IT professionals from achieving optimal security. We also disclose the total cost of data breach and expose a serious awareness gap about the lasting effects of reputational damage. In this seminar you will learn about: current
security strategies 2012 hidden cyber threat scene costs &amp; data proliferation breaches the long-term effects of reputational damage. Reduce the cost of Mundane IT support while restoring the instant system as an IT administrator that you're facing at work smarter. to support more users with a lower budget. Find time for strategic projects with solving all help desk tickets. To
accomplish this task you will need to eliminate repetitive tasks, expand computer update cycles, and provide a way for users to help themselves restore their devices. With deep freezing, you can say goodbye to accidental configuration changes, malware and operating system degradation. In the web seminar you will learn: How to maintain the perfect configurations between re-
imaging sessions how to reduce IT support tickets by 63% how to add user flexibility to the group's policy how to extend your budget by extending the life of the device how to manage Windows updates with deep freeze this video will show 3 ways to facilitate the installation of Windows updates on the Deep Freeze workstation. Redirecting user data with Igloo data this video
provides step-by-step instructions on how to use Igloo data to redirect user data to a drive that has not been frozen by deep freeze. Scheduling tasks in the enterprise controller This video will show how to schedule tasks or automatically within the deep freeze enterprise controller. It provides step-by-step instructions for using the scheduler in the Deep Freeze enterprise controller.
An antivirus update with deep freeze this demo shows how to provide antivirus identification updates to deep freeze-protected workstations. Creating ThawSpaces with Deep Freeze This offer is about data storage options and using ThawSpaces with deep freeze. Deep Freeze Enterprise Console [tutorial] This tutorial takes you through steps to set up workstations in Deep Freeze
Enterprise Controllers and reviews of the options available for workstation management and management. Deep freeze file installation and workstation configuration [tutorial] This video provides instructions on how to take advantage of the most important deep freezing features... Security classes with Faronics this is what security classes is all about. As the number and
complexity of IT-related threats increasingly, relying solely on a single solution to ensure security is no longer sufficient. We have a layered security solution. Optimal security against threats today is harder. Deep Freeze and Manage AV Updates [Tutorial] This tutorial focuses on how to configure deep freeze to allow 3rd party antivirus applications to update signatures without the
need for maintenance periods. Enhancing and protecting your computing environment with Deep Freeze Faronics provides ultimate workstation protection by creating a frozen snapshot of workstation configuration and settings. Every time you restart your device, Deep Freeze brings your computer back to this frozen state required to retain user data with Deep Freeze This demo
shows how to configure a desktop environment with deep freeze to allow user profiles to be redirected to either a network location or local area on the hard disk - retaining user data and maintaining full protection from deep freeze. Connect remote controllers to Master Console step-by-step and cover instructions on how to set up your enterprise controller to centrally manage all
remote locations and how to set up network configuration. Deep Freeze 7.7 entry is available optionally available as an optional add-on via Deep Freeze Cloud Connector that ensures 100% workstation recovery when restarted provides password protection, full security protects multiple hard drives, supports multi-boot environment across Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8.1 and 10
offers to install a silent option for fast network as part of a master image or on-demand restart schedule, turn off, send a message, alert on a local network, freeze, freeze, freeze, Melting and melting locked tasks dynamically to occur once or on a regular basis power workstations on using Wick technology on LAN manage workstations easily with user-specific groups deployed and
implemented and control of workstation software call system maintenance on demand connecting to computers on the local network using RDP get actual status updates on the tasks performed by the management controller using Deep Freeze Command Control Line Utility (DFC) for remote management using Desktop 3 management solutions hosted the solution without any
hardware management requirements on the network of any browser of any computer management site from a mobile device using the administrative application deep freeze mobile centralization of computers located in different physical locations using locations set different levels of permissions and locations for users secure access to the management console with 2-step
authentication panel authentication visually representevents and the status of services on the entire network creating multiple reports for all products and services. Export reports to HTML, PDF and CSV fromats organized using tags, including location tags and support ticket marks available in six languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Japanese, Simplified Chinese create
a visible or hidden melting on a software storage workstation, save files, or make permanent changes up to 1 TB selective freezing or melting hard drives retained User profile data, files, folders, registry keys and keep everything else frozen with Igloo data create custom installation files using the configuration administrator/policies providing custom unit views with custom features
and computer restart capabilities to log out or stop after a prior length of activity scheduling Thawed maintenance periods to perform Windows updates through the Internet or the SUS/WSUS server or run a dedicated payment file to update other scheduling programs maintenance period where all services can be disabled For system maintenance automatically download and
update products 75+ popular ensure total endpoint productivity by allowing only supported applications to run on a computer enabling administrators with full control over Windows control features license control and computer use and endpoint applications use security with antivirus, anti-spyware, anti-rooting, firewall and web filter that updates seamlessly on computers protected
by Deep Freeze allow users to report accidents from computers providing intelligent non-destructive power management End users to securely access and manage their data stored on Google Drive or Dropbox Deep Freeze uses patented technology to redirect information that is written to the hard drive to a customizable table, leaving the original data intact. The forwarded
information in the allocation table referred to is no longer simply restarted by the computer, thereby restoring the computer to its original state, down to the last byte. Download faronics deep freeze data sheet (PDF). Faronics Deep Enterprise Freeze Products 10 Deep Enterprise Freeze Package for Windows with 1 year maintenance #DFE-1YR Price: $660.00 $660.00
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